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for any sci-fi watcher, this 1982 classic is a classic
example of the visceral thrill you get from a story of
interstellar consequences set against the backdrop
of a barren, dystopian future. it also has the first
major science fiction movie to come out after star
wars, and because of this, it's one of the few movies
in the sci-fi series that doesn't rely on cool special
effects. instead, this movie relies on the premise
that the world could be destroyed by total war. in a
post-apocalyptic future, the planet is run by a cult of
space-faring female spaceships. the story of a family
of three that find a portal to an interplanetary
animal-loving society that wants them to live on a
lush tropical world takes all the best parts of sci-fi:
planets resembling our own, space travelling,
colonies, and sci-fi comedy. also, it happens to be
the best time-travel film ever made. it won the
academy award for best picture in 1973. the 1979
masterpiece is actually a compilation of three films,
each one recounting a story that begins around the
same time and place in medieval france. each story
features the same misfit characters, a charismatic
monk, a robin hood-like thief, a beautiful blind
woman, and the love interest of each. as with a
recent star wars spin-off, rogue one: a star wars
story, any gaps that are left by the split-up of stories
are filled in by special effects. you're better off
watching all the stories in one sitting. if you aren't
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familiar with the star trek series, this is the film to
start with. even if you don't care for the series, you'll
want to see this movie. star trek changed science
fiction forever, creating a character of its own by
simply using a human actor to play a role
traditionally played by a creature. it's almost a
shame that there are so many star trek movies.
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